
Contributors

ANNE ARRAN has climbed in more than 20 countries around the world,
particularly relishing UK sea cliff routes such as The Cad and the adventure
of making big-wall first ascents in Asia and South America - taking part in
the recent free-climb of the 1000m back wall of Angel Falls. She was BMC
Youth and Training Officer 1998-200, a British team member for 10 years,
and is now President of the UIAA Youth Commission. Early this year she
enjoyed an assignment on Out of Country Voting for the Iraqi elections in
Turkey.

BEN AYERS is the founder of Porters' Progress - a Nepali NGO dedicated
to improving the lives of mountain porters. Under his guidance, Porters'
Progress has lightened the burdens of tens of thousands of porters. When
not drinking chang in the Everest region, he works as a logger in the North
eastern US practising sustainable forestry and saving up for his next
extended adventure in Nepal.

ALAN BLACKSHAW OBE joined the AC aged 21 and contributed to
the revival of British alpinism in the 1950s with first British ascents of the
N Faces the Badile, the Triolet and the Col du Pain de Sucre. He wrote the
definitive textbook Mountaineering in Britain in 1965. He led the first British
ski traverse of the Alps and a N-S traverse of Scandinavia. As President of
the BMC he moved the office to Manchester in the 1970s. An Honorary
Member of the AC, he has recently been President. He is currently President
of the UIAA and represents them on the UN's Global Mountain
Partnership.

ANTONIO GOMEZ BOHORQUEZ lives in Murcia, Spain. A librarian
and documentalist (information scientist), he specialises in ascents in the
north Peruvian ranges. He has written two books: La Cordillera B1anca de 10s
Andes and Cordillera B1anca, Esca1adas, Parte Norte. He has climbed since
1967, with first ascents including Spanish Direct on the north face of Cima
Grande di Lavaredo, Italia (1977), Pilar del Cantabrico del Naranjo de
Bulnes, Spain (1980), east face of Cerro Paron (La Esfinge, 5325m), Peru
(1985) and the south-east face (1988).

JOHN BRACEY, at 27, is one of a very strong group of alpinists who
served their apprentiship in the Leeds University mountaineering club in
the mid 1990s. In 2001, along with Al Powell, he made the first ascent of
the daunting 900m north face of Tupilak in Greenland whilst battling against
temperatures as low as minus 30C. He is training to become a British
Mountain Guide but is still as enthusiastic as ever about his own climbing.
This autumn he hopes to have a look at the Emperor face of Mt Robson.
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NICK BULLOCK was a PE instructor for the Prison Service until he turned
full-time climber in 2003. He discovered climbing in 1991 on a work-related
course at Plas y Brenin since when he has established himself as one of
Britain's leading alpinists. He has put up new routes in the Alps, Nepal and
Peru, notably Fear and Loathing on Jirischanca in 2003. This year's itinerary
includes a return to India to attempt a new line on Changabang .

KELLY CORDES lives in Estes Park, Colorado, where the granite of
Lumpy Ridge and Rocky Mountain National Park continually distract him
from his work as assistant editor of the American Alpine Journal. After a
dozen expeditions to various ice and mixed destinations, he'd convinced
himself that an alpine rock trip would prove far less sketchy, far more fun,
and entail minimal suffering.

RICHARD DAVY is a retired journalist. He was a foreign correspondent
and leader writer for The Times and a leader writer for The Independent. A
keen skier and mountain walker, he visited Zermatt many times and came
to know Ulrich Inderbinen while translating his biography.

DEREK FORDHAM, when not dreaming of the Arctic, practises as an
architect and runs an Arctic photographic library. He is secretary of the
Arctic Club and has led 21 expeditions to the Canadian Arctic, Greenland
and Svalbard to ski, climb or share the life of the Inuit.

STEPHEN GOODWIN renounced daily newspaper journalism on The
Independent for a freelance existence in Cumbria, mixing writing and
climbing. A precarious balance was maintained until 2003 when he was
persuaded to take on the editorship of the Alpine Journal and 'getting out'
became elusive again.

LINDSAY GRIFFIN is currently serving what he hopes will be only a
temporary sentence as an armchair mountaineer. However, he is still keeping
up to speed on international affairs through his work with Mountain
INFO and as chairman of the MEF Screening and BMC International
Committees.

JERRY GORE has climbed abroad on an expedition every year since 1977,
often in pure alpine style and up to 8000m, with major new routes on every
continent except Antarctica to his credit. Following a commission in the
Royal Marines, and 15 years in the UK outdoor equipment industry, Jerry
now lives with his family in the French Alps where they run AlpBase.com
offering self-catering chalets and mountain courses in the Ecrins Massif.
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DAVID HAMILTON earns a precarious living organising trekking,
mountaineering and ski touring expeditions to the greater ranges. He spends
a good deal of his time in northern Pakistan, leading expeditions in the
Karakoram, Hindu Kush and Pamirs. These, often unpredictable, projects
- increasingly on skis - help satisfy his enthusiasm for exploration and
adventure. Recent trips to Iran, Turkey, Tibet, Greenland, South America
and Antarctica ensure that David is seldom at home.

JOHN HARLIN ill moved to Switzerland after his youthful Chamonix
summer, and lived there until his father died on the Eiger in 1966. The
climbing bug hit hard in college and hasn't left. John is the editor of the
American Alpine Journal, a former editor of Backpacker and Summit magazines,
and the author of The Climber's Guide to North America. His first route with
Mark Jenkins was the first ascent of the real south face of Mt Waddington,
accomplished from the sea in a wilderness adventure that was as true to
North America as Mont Blanc's huts and gondolas are to the Alps.

HEINRICH HARRER was born in Carinthia, Austria, in 1912. One of
the four climbers who made the first ascent of the north face of the Eiger in
1938, he told the story in The White Spider. Interned in India the following
year, he escaped to Lhasa where he became a confidant of the Dalai Lama,
describing the adventure in Seven Years in Tibet. The mementos of his life as
a mountaineer, traveller, author and photographer are on display at
Hiittenberg, close to his birthplace.

ALAN HINKES is a British Mountain Guide (UIAGM) who, in 1997,
having climbed nine eight-thousanders, resolved to embark on his 'Challenge
8000' and climb the lot. In spring this year, with 13 summits in the bag, he
tackled the last on his list - Kangchenjunga.

GEOFF HORNBY is a consulting engineer now resident in the Italian
Dolomites. He has made over 250 first ascents in the mountains outside of
the UK and is looking forward to 250 more, inshallah.

TONY HOWARD was a 1960s contributor to Gritstone and Limestone
Peak District guidebooks. He was on the first ascent of Norway's Troll
Wall in 1965 and wrote the now classic guide to Climbs in Romsdal. A
founder of Troll climbing equipment, he has opened new routes in Arctic
Norway, Greenland, Canada and across North Africa and the Middle East.
He discovered Wadi Rum in Jordan in 1984 and wrote the guide to it. He
has recently been involved in trekking explorations in Nagaland.
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DICK ISHERWOOD has been a member of the Alpine Club since 1970.
His climbing record includes various buildings in Cambridge, lots of old
fashioned routes on Cloggy, a number of obscure Himalayan peaks, and a
new route on the Piz Badile (in 1968). He now follows Tilman's dictum
about old men on high mountains and limits his efforts to summits just a
little under 20,000 feet.

JOHN JACKSON was born in Lancashire and started climbing on
gritstone 72 years ago. He first climbed in the Himalaya in 1944 after
completing operational flying duties in Burma. Later he was a reserve
member of the 1953 Everest team and one of the team that made the first
ascent of Kangchenjunga in 1955. The Director of PIas y Brenin for 16
years, John led expeditions in the Garhwal, Kashmir and Nepal and travelled
in Greenland, Africa, Peru and Canada. He died on 2 July 2005.

HARISH KAPADIA has climbed in the Himalaya since 1960, with ascents
up to 6800m. He is Hon Editor of both the Himalayan Journal and the He
Newsletter. In 1993 he was awarded the IMF's Gold Medal and in 1996 was
made an Hon Member of the Alpine Club. He has written several books
including High Himalaya Unknown Valleys, Spiti: Adventures in the Trans
Himalaya and, with Soli Mehta, Explon'ng the Hidden Himalaya. In 2003 he
was awarded the Patron's Gold Medal by the Royal Geographical Society.

KEVIN KELLY has been an active climber for 13 years. Probably best
described as an all rounder, he has made first ascents in Scotland, Norway
and the greater ranges. These include a 1997 first ascent of The Throne,
Himachal Pradesh, and in 2002,two kilometres of new ice routes up to WI
VI in less than 10 days in the Settesdal, Norway. A tree surgeon and IT
engineer, he has been enjoying a bit of a renaissance in his rock climbing of
late.

PAUL KNOTT is a lecturer in business strategy at the University of
Canterbury, New Zealand. He previously lived in the UK and briefly in
Morocco. Since 1990 he has undertaken nine exploratory climbing trips to
Russia, Central Asia and the St Elias Range in Alaska/Yukon. He climbs
regularly in the Southern Alps and has an undiminished yearning for
exploration.

GRAHAM LITTLE works as a senior manager in the Ordnance Survey
and balances his career with family life and a passion for climbing. He has
climbed hundreds of new routes in Scotland and been on 14 expeditions to
the greater ranges, including first ascents of several Himalayan peaks by
challenging lines.
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JIM LOWTHER is a land manager and developer. His first ascents in the
greater ranges include 45 in east and south Greenland and an ice cap
crossing; in India, Suitilla (Kumaon), Rangrik Rang (Spiti) and the north
face of the Kulu Eiger (Himachal Pradesh). He has also attempted Arganglas
(Ladakh) and Sepu Kangri (Tibet).

ROBERT ~HALL is an Australian surgeon. He is not a mountaineer,
but is a dedicated skier and hiker who has skied and trekked all over the
world for many years. His fascination with mountains and mountaineers
led him to take a particular interest in the life and times of WaIter Bonatti,
especially in relation to the prolonged K2 controversy. He lives in
Melbourne.
JOHANNA MERZ qualified for membership of the Alpine Club in 1988
and subsequently devoted most of her energies to the Alpine Journal, first as
Assistant Editor, then as Honorary Editor from 1992 to 1998, and currently
as Production Editor.

ADE :MILLER currently lives, climbs and sometimes works in Redmond,
Washington. He has visited and climbed in numerous mountain ranges
but has spent the last few years climbing in Washington, British Columbia,
the Yukon Territories and Alaska.

ERIK. MONASTERIO is a Bolivian/New Zealand psychiatrist and climber,
currently living and working in NZ. He has climbed all over the world, but
specialises in the Andes, where he has achieved more than 30 new alpine
routes over ice, rock and mixed ground. He is engaged on research into
personality characteristics and accidents to climbers.

JOHN McM MOORE is a geologist and academic by profession, a regular
climber and alpine mountaineer on foot and ski for the last 42 years with a
few excursions to the greater ranges; Ruwenzori, Nepal Himalaya etc. for
work and pleasure. He has a penchant for Italy and the Teutonic world,
has been an AC member since South Audley Street days and has served
several lengthy sentences as Eagle Ski Club, Alpine Ski Club and Fell and
Rock committee member, to mention but a few.

TAMOTSU NAKAMURA was born in Tokyo in 1934 and has been
climbing new routes in the greater ranges since his first successes on technical
peaks in the Cordillera Blanca of Peru in 1961. He has lived in Pakistan,
Mexico, New Zealand and Hong Kong and in the last 15 years has made
27 trips to the Hengduan mountains of Yunnan, Sichuan and South-east
Tibet. He is currently editor of the Japanese Alpine News and a councillor of
the JAC.
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SKIP NOVAK, an American based in the UK, has for the last 15 years
been leading combined 'sailing to climb' expeditions from his vessel Pelagic
to far-flung destinations like the Antarctic Peninsula, the island of South
Georgia and Tierra del Fuego. In 2003 he built a successor, a 23m sloop
Pelagic Australis that is now plying Arctic waters in the northern summer,
forever in search of unclimbed summits accessible from the sea.

IAN PARNELL is based in Sheffield and divides his time between his
work as a freelance photographer and as Climb magazine's alpine editor.
After several years learning his alpine craft with lightweight fIrst and second
ascents in Alaska he's recently concentrated his energies in the Himalaya.

SIMON RICHARDSON is a petroleum engineer based in Aberdeen.
Experience gained in the Alps, Andes, Patagonia, Canada, Himalaya and
Alaska is put to good use most winter weekends whilst exploring and
climbing in the Scottish Highlands.

ROYAL ROBBINS' list of accomplishments as a climber is long and
remarkable, including fIrst ascents of the north-west face of Half Dome
and of the three great faces of El Capitan. A prime mover in the change
from pitons towards less destructive gear such as chocks, he founded, with
his wife Liz, the clothing company that bears his name, and sold the business
in 2001.

C A RUSSELL, who formerly worked with a City bank, devotes much of
his time to mountaineering and related activities. He has climbed in many
regions of the Alps, in the Pyrenees, East Africa, North America and the
Himalaya.

BILL RUTHVEN has been Hon Secretary of the Mount Everest
Foundation since 1985 and welcomes this opportunity to put something
back into the sport that gave him so much pleasure over fIfty-odd years of
active mountaineering. Now confIned to a wheelchair, he considers himself
the 'complete social climber', attending indoor events such as conferences,
symposia, fIlm festivals etc. For his MEF work, Bill has been made an
Honorary Member of the Alpine Club.

DAVID SEDDON is a physician in Nottingham. He has walked, climbed
and skied in a number of unusual places often in the company of John
Harding or Derek Fordham. On a good day he has even been known to get
to the top of a mountain. He was editor of the Eagle Ski Club Year Book
from 1997-2003.
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CHRIS SMITH was MP for Islington South and Finsbury from 1983 to
2005, and Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport from 1997 to
2001. Made a peer this year, he runs the Clore Leadership Programme in
the cultural field. He is President ofthe Ramblers' Association, has climbed
all the Scottish Munros, and has climbed in the Pyrenees, the Picos de
Europa, and the Austrian Alps. Since 2002 he has been the Chairman of
the WordswQrth Trust.

GEOFFREY TEMPLEMAN, a retired chartered surveyor, has greatly
enjoyed being an Assistant Editor of the Alpine Journal for the past 30 years.
A love of mountain literature is coupled with excursions into the hills, which
are becoming less and less energetic.

MIRELLA TENDERINI lives in the Italian Alps with her husband, a
mountain guide. She works in publishing, specializing in art books, and
has also edited more than 100 books on mountaineering, travel and
adventure. She is the author of several books including biographies of
American mountaineer Gary Hemming and the Duke of the Abruzzi, which
have been published also in English.

JOHN TOWN is Registrar and Secretary at Loughborough University. He
has climbed in the Alps, Caucasus, Altai, Andes, Turkey and Kamchatka,
and explored little known mountain areas of Mongolia, Yunnan and Tibet.
He is old enough to remember the days without GPS and satellite phones.

DAVE Wll.-KINSON, a university teacher, has been climbing for 41 years.
During the 1970s and 80s he was very active in the Alps, repeating classics
such as the Walker Spur and north face of the Matterhorn and putting up
new routes on the Monch and Fiescherwand. He has made 22 expeditions
to the greater ranges, notably the Karakoram and Andes, specialising in
low-key, alpine-style first ascents.

SIMON YATES has, over the last 20 years, climbed and travelled from
Alaska in the west to Australia in the east, from the Canadian Arctic in the
north to the tip of South America. He is the author of two books, Against
The Wall and The Flame of Adventure. As well as writing, Simon runs his
own commercial expedition company (www.mountaindream.co.uk) and
lectures about his adventures.
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